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varying in time, owing to the intermittent record
provided by volcanic rocks and the poor spatial
data distribution. Instead, time-averaged field
directions are inverted for a time-averaged field
model (see review by Johnson and McFadden
[1997]). In Figures 1c–1e, the structure in each
model depends on the data sets used: the greatest
number of paleodata come from sediment piston
cores [Schneider and Kent, 1990] with only incli-
nation data and large uncertainties. These are
compatible with very smooth models like that
shown in Figure 1c. When lava flow observations
are combined with sediment data, they suggest the
muted nonzonal structure in Figure 1d [Johnson
and Constable, 1997], and lava flow data alone
indicate more complex average field structure
(Figure 1e) [Johnson and Constable, 1995].

[6] Figure 2 shows the signal expected at Earth’s
surface for the GUFM1, CALS7K.2 and LSN1
average field models, in the form of geographic

variations in departures of inclination and declina-
tion from GAD predictions. These are given by the
inclination anomaly (DI) and declination anomaly
(DD), where

DI ¼ I " IGAD DD ¼ D: ð3Þ

The structure in the archeo and paleofield anoma-
lies is rather similar (despite the very different data
distributions from which they are derived) and
contrasts with that seen in GUFM1. Note that the
magnitude of the signal decreases over longer
timescales. From Figure 2f we see that the average
inclination anomaly in LSN1 is rather small, and
we can expect the largest signal at equatorial
latitudes. If this view of the time-averaged field is
approximately correct, then at mid to high latitudes
it will be difficult to detect departures from GAD
without large data sets that provide accurate
measures of DI.

Figure 1. Time-averaged radial magnetic field, (Br), at the core-mantle boundary (CMB), on different timescales.
Units are mT. (a) Historical field: 1590–1990, Model GUFM1 [Jackson et al., 2000], (b) Archeo-Field: 0–7 ka,
Model CALS7K.2 [Korte and Constable, 2005], (c) Paleo-Field: 0–5 Ma, axial dipole plus axial quadrupole field
(see text), (d) Model LSN1 [Johnson and Constable, 1997], and (e) Model LN1 [Johnson and Constable, 1995].
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2,400 Myr ago (denoted ‘Early’) and after 1,300 Myr ago (denoted
‘Late’). Some 48% of the estimates in these intervals (80 from a total
of 166) are ‘high’ versus just 5% (2 from 41) in the intervening interval
(denoted ‘Mid’). Systematic bias from non-ideal rock magnetic beha-
viour or experimental procedures is very unlikely to be responsible for
this disparity: ‘Mid’ interval measurements are sourced from 12 distinct
studies (Supplementary Table 2) performed on a variety of lithologies
(lavas, dykes, and plutons). Similarly, ‘high’ estimates from outside
‘Mid’ are sourced from 11 distinct studies (out of a total of 23) in the

two intervals, also from a variety of lithologies. Although the potential
for biasing of palaeointensity estimates by poorly understood rock
magnetic processes may remain even for results with high QPI

values23–25, this type of biasing is very unlikely to explain higher
estimates being commonplace in certain parts of the Precambrian
but nearly absent in other parts that are otherwise reasonably well
represented.

Each data set (‘Early’, ‘Mid’ and ‘Late’) was analysed using non-
parametric statistics (Fig. 3, Extended Data Fig. 5 and Supplemen-
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Figure 1 | Fits of palaeointensity data by
minimum QPI value to palaeomagnetic
inclination patterns predicted by a dipole field.
a, b, Box-plots for all data in 30u inclination bins
with minimum QPI values as shown. Horizontal
lines are medians, boxes show the interquartile
range (IQR), error bars show the full range
excluding outliers (crosses) defined as being more
than 6 1.5IQR outside the box. c, Number of data
Ndata, number of references Nref, and model misfit
(shading shows bootstrapped 95% uncertainties)
versus minimum QPI value. Raw data are plotted in
Extended Data Fig. 6a.
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Figure 2 | Four different representations of VDM versus age for all data
with QPI $ 3. a, Bubble plot where size indicates QPI value. b, Density plot of
number of measurements. c, Density plot of sum of QPI values. d, Box plot after

binning with an interval length of 200 Myr (number of data in each are given
with the number of published studies in parentheses). See Fig. 1 caption for an
explanation of the box plot.
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Li\Oð1Þ is imposed in the limit E-0 (Chandrasekhar, 1961).
This prediction is tested by comparing the characteristic wave-
numbers of the flow field in the dynamo and non-magnetic
models

ku ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lu

2
þmu

2

q
, ð7aÞ

where

lu ¼
Xl ¼ lmax

l ¼ 0

lðul % ulÞ
2EK

ð7bÞ

and

mu ¼
Xm ¼ mmax

m ¼ 0

mðum % umÞ
2EK

, ð7cÞ

here ul is the velocity at spherical harmonic degree l, um is the
velocity at spherical harmonic order m, and EK is the kinetic
energy. The time-averaged values, given in Supplementary
Table 6, show that the presence of dynamo-generated magnetic
fields alters the value of ku by at most 14% in comparison to the
associated non-magnetic cases. Thus, these dynamo models do
not produce the fundamental change in length scale that linear
theory predicts.

3.2.3. Columnarity
We can also quantify the style of convection using axial

vorticity measurements. Quasigeostrophic convection is domi-
nated by axial, vortical columns that extend in ẑ across the entire
shell. We define ‘columnarity’ using a measure of the axial
variations of axial vorticity, oz, in the bulk fluid outside of the

tangent cylinder

Coz ¼

P
s,f9/x0 % ẑSz9P

s,f/9x09Sz
, ð8Þ

here /Sz indicates averages in the axial ẑ direction, x0 indicates
vorticity calculated using only the non-axisymmetric velocity
field, and the summation occurs over the equatorial plane ðs,fÞ.
Columnar convection has relatively large columnarity, Coz\0:5,
because vorticity, x0, is dominated by its axial component, x0 % ẑ.
We consider cases with Coz\0:5 to be columnar, similar to our
convention for f. Thus, we define the transition between Regimes
II and III to occur where C & 0:5. Comparison of axial vorticity
isosurfaces shows this convention to be an adequate proxy for the
breakdown of columnar convection.

Fig. 3a shows columnarity as a function of the Rayleigh number
for the E¼ 10'4 models. The Coz values agree to within an average
of 4% between the dynamo and non-magnetic models, with a
maximum difference of 14%. The presence of magnetic fields,
therefore, does not change the basic planform of convection.

Columnar convection breaks down near Ra¼ 19Rac , where
Cozo0:5 (Fig. 3a). King et al. (2009, 2010) argue that the break-
down of columnar convection occurs when the thermal boundary
layer becomes thinner than the Ekman boundary layer. We
calculate these boundary layer thicknesses and find that they
indeed cross at the transition between Regimes II and III.

This columnarity transition does not, however, coincide with
the magnetic field morphology transition at Ra¼ 5:1Rac . There-
fore, columnar convection can generate both dipolar (Regime I)
and multipolar (Regime II) magnetic fields. It is also worth noting

Fig. 2. Instantaneous radial magnetic fields near the outer shell boundary (top row) and isosurfaces of instantaneous axial vorticity for select E¼ 10'4 dynamo (middle
row) and non-magnetic (bottom row) models. Purple (green) indicates radially outward (inward) directed magnetic fields. Red (blue) indicates cyclonic (anticyclonic)
vorticity. Each subplot has its own color scale. The inner yellow sphere represents the inner shell boundary. The outer boundary layer has been excluded for clarity. Below
each image is either the dipolarity, f, or the axial vorticity columnarity, Coz . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

K.M. Soderlund et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 333–334 (2012) 9–20 13

Soderlund et al. (2012) 

Effect of Cooling rate/thermal diffusivity on flow and magnetic field	



Wiedemann-Franz	law	for	metal	
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thermal	history,	inner	core	growth,	dynamo	
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Modelling the palaeo-evolution of the geodynamo 1423
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Figure 9. High- (a) and Low- (b) power models for: heat flow from the core to the mantle Qcmb, adiabatic heat flow Qa, inner- and outer- boundary originated
dissipations !i, !o, and total power P = !i + !o as functions of the time before present. The greyed area represents the uncertainty range for the adiabatic
heat flow. The inner core nucleates at a ≈ 1.8 Ga before present in the low power scenario, and a ≈ 0.8 Ga before present in the high-power scenario.

not hold because of incomplete mixing, which in this case might
lead to an underestimation of F i. It should be mentioned here that
breaking the total dissipation ! into boundary-originated terms, and
equating these two terms separately to their equivalent convective
fluxes is not a trivial operation, since dissipation is a global non-
linear quantity. The derivation presented in appendix shows that
this is legitimate if the accuracy of the Boussinesq approximation is
tolerable.

Once the inner core is present, the evolution of the inner core
aspect ratio χ is constrained by the heat capacity for solidification
M (value in Table 2) through the equation

M
d
dt

!
χ 2 + (L + B − C)χ 3

"
= −(Qcmb − Qr ). (37)

Eq. (37) can be integrated backwards in time from present (Labrosse
et al. 2001) until the inner core age a (Here time is measured before
present, therefore a > 0).

The amount of radioactive heating Qr in planetary cores is de-
bated. Experiments of potassium partitioning between iron and
silicates suggest that present maximum potassium concentration
amounts to values ranging from 30 p.p.m (Hirao et al. 2006) to
60–130 p.p.m (Rama Murthy et al. 2003), the maximum value
being obtained for a sulphur rich (10 per cent wt.) core, which
is not favoured for the Earth based on geochemical constraints
(McDonough 2003) yielding a sulphur content of 3 per cent wt. An
upper bound of 60 p.p.m for the Earth’s core seems therefore rea-
sonable and contributes 0.4 TW of present radioactive power, which
is quite low when compared to typical Qcmb values. Radioactivity
was obviously stronger in the past (in the case of potassium, the
power is double every 1.26 Gyr backwards), but this would amount
to typically 1.5 TW at 3 Ga ago, which again is quite low compared
to estimated Qcmb at that time. In the present study, we therefore
neglect the radioactive heating throughout the Earth’s history, that
is, Qr = 0. Its inclusion is straightforward but unnecessary at this
point.

The value of the adiabatic heat flow Qa is uncertain and debated.
Following Stacey & Loper (2007), Labrosse et al. (2007) and Lay
et al. (2008), we adopt Qa = 6 TW for a central value and allow
for an uncertainty range of 1 TW above and below this value. This
would correspond to a central value of the upper outer core thermal
conductivity of about 50 W m−1 K at the top of the core (Labrosse
2003).

We now turn to the central unknown of our analysis, the history
of the heat flow at the CMB, Qcmb(t). Since there are many uncer-
tainties involved in the determination of Earth cooling models, as
well as in our present modelling effort, our goal is not to propose
a definitive model for the geologic evolution of the geodynamo,
which would be based on a definitive model for Qcmb(t). Rather,
we focus on two end-member scenarios representing the variety of
geophysical situations which can be expected based on the uncer-
tainties (Fig. 9). The first one, which we label as the high-power
scenario, was proposed by Labrosse et al. (2007). It is motivated
by the large (about 10 TW) present heat flows at the CMB deduced
from post-perovskite seismological studies (Hernlund et al. 2005;
Lay et al. 2006), from geochemical constraints and from the sug-
gested present crystallization of a basal magma ocean in the lower
mantle. As indicated by Fig. 9(a), it yields a typical dynamo power of
2.7 TW at present. The second, low power scenario is motivated by
the fact that the scaling of ohmic dissipation in numerical dynamos
(Christensen & Tilgner 2004) favours a low present dissipation of
about 0.2–0.5 TW. Using the thermodynamic analysis presented
above, this implies that the top of the Earth’s core is presently sub-
adiabatic (Qcmb < Qa, see Fig. 9b). A variety of idealized, constant
rate cooling histories can be built, which cross the adiabat at an
age b. Plausible models are such that b ≤ a (Labrosse et al. 1997),
because if b > a then convection stops in the Earth’s core between
the adiabat crossing and the nucleation of the inner core. This is
not acceptable since a conducting core would not cool fast enough
to subsequently nucleate an inner core before present. Our second
scenario is built according to this constraint, taking an initial CMB
heat flow of Qcmb = 11 TW, and a present value Qcmb = 3 TW,
corresponding to a present dynamo power of about 0.3 TW.

3.3 Time evolution models for palaeomagnetic
observables

We now combine the dynamo scaling study from Section 3.1 with
the thermodynamic elements from Section 3.2 in order to evaluate
how the main properties of the geodynamo evolve over time. At
any point in time, the power p can be accessed from the analysis
of the previous section. The Prandtl and magnetic Prandtl num-
bers are set according to the diffusivity values listed in Table 2. In
order to determine the Ekman number E, the rotation rate of the
Earth is needed. We use the length-of-day model (LOD) of Varga

C⃝ 2009 The Authors, GJI, 179, 1414–1428
Journal compilation C⃝ 2009 RAS

1424 J. Aubert, S. Labrosse and C. Poitou

Figure 10. (a) Dynamo power and ohmic dissipation (respectively, left- and right-hand side of the internal consistency relationship (25), both multiplied by
the shell volume V ), using the prefactor set (c1, c2, c3) = (1.65, 0.11, 1.31) for both scenarios. (b) rms core velocity U rms, with indications of the equivalent
magnetic Reynolds numbers Rm at present, and a rough delineation of the dynamo onset which would correspond to Rm ≈ 40 (Christensen & Aubert 2006).
(c) rms core magnetic field Brms. (d) Local magnetic Reynolds number Rol (corrected by 1 + χ ). For this last scaling the central value 0.54 from (30) is used,
and the 3σ uncertainty range is propagated to the location of the critical value Rolc for reversals obtained from (31) (shaded zone, lighter shade of grey means
higher likeliness for reversals/higher reversal frequency). In (b)–(d), the dashes represent the epoch with no available palaeomagnetic samples.

et al. (1998), according to which the LOD has piecewise linearly
increased from 19 hr 2.5 Ga ago to 20.8 hr 0.64 Ga ago, and to
24 hr today. As there is no constraint on earlier length of day, we
backward continue the 2.5–0.5 Ga trend, thus yielding an initial
length of day of 17 hr. It should be mentioned that the length-of-day
variation should not exceed a factor 2 in any case, which has a weak
impact on the scalings where the Ekman number is present.

The determination of absolute values for dynamo properties is
subject to a considerable amount of uncertainty, which is discussed
in detail in the next section. For that reason, we focus on the trends,
or absence thereof, rather than the absolute values. Here we there-
fore present time evolution models obtained with scaling prefactors
from (22) and (24) as close to their central values as possible, while
still satisfying the constraint (26) of internal consistency. Using the
central values for the prefactors ci as a starting point, we obtain
p0.1c2

1c3/2c2 ≈ 0.2 throughout time. We therefore need to adjust
the prefactors ci within the 3σ error range, increasing c1,3 and de-
creasing c2. In order to keep c1,3 close to their central values, we first
decrease c2 from 0.26 to its minimal acceptable value 0.11. There
subsequently remains some discrepancy in (26), which we cancel
out by increasing c1 from 1.17 to 1.65 while keeping c3 = 1.31. Our
predictions for U rms (or the magnetic Reynolds number Rm), Brms

and the local Rossby number Rol are reported in Figs 10(b), (c) and
(d). We note that the model for Brms implicitly assumes that f ohm ≈

1 throughout time, and that the dynamo has been dipole-dominated
throughout Earth’s history. This last point is reasonable since our
models show that Rol, the parameter controlling the breakdown of
dipolarity (Fig. 6) has been below its present-day value throughout
Earth’s history (Fig. 10d).

An illustrative indication of how the internal properties evolution
previously computed may translate to surface observables can be
obtained by computing the true dipole moment

M = 4πr 3
o√

2µ

Brms

bdip
. (38)

For the determination of bdip, we use the simple model (28), the
time evolution of which is presented in Fig. 11(a). In order to put the
results in perspective with the considerable scatter in palaeointensity
data, the resulting true dipole moment time-series (Fig. 11b) are
presented together with virtual dipole moment values (VDM) from
the IAGA palaeointensity database (Perrin & Schnepp 2004; Biggin
et al. 2009).

4 D I S C U S S I O N

Fig. 11(b) shows that throughout the Earth’s history, the dipole mo-
ments predicted by our models agrees with the observed palaeoin-
tensities to better than an order of magnitude, a fact which can be
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Figure 10. (a) Dynamo power and ohmic dissipation (respectively, left- and right-hand side of the internal consistency relationship (25), both multiplied by
the shell volume V ), using the prefactor set (c1, c2, c3) = (1.65, 0.11, 1.31) for both scenarios. (b) rms core velocity U rms, with indications of the equivalent
magnetic Reynolds numbers Rm at present, and a rough delineation of the dynamo onset which would correspond to Rm ≈ 40 (Christensen & Aubert 2006).
(c) rms core magnetic field Brms. (d) Local magnetic Reynolds number Rol (corrected by 1 + χ ). For this last scaling the central value 0.54 from (30) is used,
and the 3σ uncertainty range is propagated to the location of the critical value Rolc for reversals obtained from (31) (shaded zone, lighter shade of grey means
higher likeliness for reversals/higher reversal frequency). In (b)–(d), the dashes represent the epoch with no available palaeomagnetic samples.
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2,400 Myr ago (denoted ‘Early’) and after 1,300 Myr ago (denoted
‘Late’). Some 48% of the estimates in these intervals (80 from a total
of 166) are ‘high’ versus just 5% (2 from 41) in the intervening interval
(denoted ‘Mid’). Systematic bias from non-ideal rock magnetic beha-
viour or experimental procedures is very unlikely to be responsible for
this disparity: ‘Mid’ interval measurements are sourced from 12 distinct
studies (Supplementary Table 2) performed on a variety of lithologies
(lavas, dykes, and plutons). Similarly, ‘high’ estimates from outside
‘Mid’ are sourced from 11 distinct studies (out of a total of 23) in the

two intervals, also from a variety of lithologies. Although the potential
for biasing of palaeointensity estimates by poorly understood rock
magnetic processes may remain even for results with high QPI

values23–25, this type of biasing is very unlikely to explain higher
estimates being commonplace in certain parts of the Precambrian
but nearly absent in other parts that are otherwise reasonably well
represented.

Each data set (‘Early’, ‘Mid’ and ‘Late’) was analysed using non-
parametric statistics (Fig. 3, Extended Data Fig. 5 and Supplemen-
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Figure 1 | Fits of palaeointensity data by
minimum QPI value to palaeomagnetic
inclination patterns predicted by a dipole field.
a, b, Box-plots for all data in 30u inclination bins
with minimum QPI values as shown. Horizontal
lines are medians, boxes show the interquartile
range (IQR), error bars show the full range
excluding outliers (crosses) defined as being more
than 6 1.5IQR outside the box. c, Number of data
Ndata, number of references Nref, and model misfit
(shading shows bootstrapped 95% uncertainties)
versus minimum QPI value. Raw data are plotted in
Extended Data Fig. 6a.
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binning with an interval length of 200 Myr (number of data in each are given
with the number of published studies in parentheses). See Fig. 1 caption for an
explanation of the box plot.
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Inverting for QG core flows 17

Figure 11. Streamfunction contours at the equatorial plane, for the QG flows obtained from iterative inversion of the CHAOS model at epochs 2001.0 (top),
2002.5 (centre), 2004.0 (bottom), as viewed from the North (left-hand side) and the South (right-hand side) poles. Also shown, the solid core limits. Results
obtained with the ‘pessimistic’ initial SV uncertainties. Flow circulation is westward along the large jet feature and is cyclonic (+) or anticyclonic (−) in
vortices.

(Jault et al. 1988; Jackson et al. 1993) and compare L z(t), from our
computed flows, with (I c + I m) (2π/T 2

0) "LOD (t) from geodetic
observations, where I c and I m are the moments of inertia of the
core and mantle, respectively, and T 0 is the reference value for the
length-of-day (LOD). This is done in Fig. 14, where, as observations,
we use annual means of LOD, computed from the IERS CO4 series
of daily values. No matter the initial SV error used, the change of
tendency at the middle epoch is always recovered.

It is customary to simplify the computation of (37) by neglecting
the inner core volume and approximating the fluid core to a spherical
liquid-filled cavity. This is of course supported, on the basis of the
very small moment of inertia of the centred liquid sphere having the
inner core radius. Considering, separately, the fluid region inside TC,

Jackson (1997) further confirmed that its contribution to the total
angular momentum is much smaller than that of the region outside
the TC. This result still applies for our computed flows. However,
we also find that, from one epoch to the other, the amount of angular
momentum variation of the inside region can be of the same order of
magnitude as that of the outside region. We also computed Lz(s ′) =
ρ

! s′

0 su0
φ dV , the axial angular momentum contribution of the liquid

core with s < s ′. We then confirm the minor contribution of the
region inside the TC (s < r i ). However, plotting the curve T 2

0/

[2 π (I c + I m)] dL z(θ )/dθ (i.e. the core contribution, per degree of
latitude, to LOD variation) in Fig. 15, it becomes apparent that the
core angular momentum is concentrated in two latitudinal bands, the
first one between 20◦ and 30◦ colatitude, and the second one at almost
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Stable	stra3fica3on	at	the	core	surface	and	MAC	wave		

The amplitude and frequency of the dipole fluctuation agrees remarkably
well with the prediction based on MAC waves. Even the decay of the
dipole fluctuation is broadly consistent with the damping associated
with the waves, although an excitation source must be present to sus-
tain the waves over longer time intervals.

Evidence for MAC waves can also be found in more recent models
of surface core flow. One example is the extended C3FM model22, which
gives estimates for the flow between 1957 and 2008 from a combination
of satellite and observatory observations. The set of waves that best fit
the model of Jackson8 also gives a good fit to the C3FM model, although
it is not possible to capture fluctuations with periods shorter than the
shortest-period wave (see Methods). Slightly better fits to the C3FM model
are possible with a modest increase in stratification to Nmax

2 5 1.08V2,
but I retain the original set of waves to predict dipole fluctuations in
more recent times. These predictions match the observations reasonably
well with no adjustable parameters (see Fig. 4b).

Satisfactory predictions for the dipole fluctuations in Fig. 4 require
an electrical conductivity of 106 S m21, which is consistent with recent
theoretical predictions11,12. Lower values of electrical conductivity cause
excessive damping of the waves. Adopting larger values for H can offset
the excess damping, but thicker layers underestimate the amplitude of
the dipole fluctuation. In addition, the model appears to require a fairly
uniform r.m.s. radial magnetic field over the surface of the core. Calcu-
lations with a dipolar radial field alter the structure of the waves enough
to prevent a good fit to both Vw and the dipole fluctuation.

Stratification at the top of the core can arise in several ways. Thermal
stratification is expected when the core heat flow is less than a hypo-
thetical heat flow conducted through a well-mixed region at the top of
the core23,24 (sometimes called the adiabatic heat flow). A simple model
for thermal stratification25 suggests that a core heat flow of 13 TW would

produce a stratified layer 140 km thick when the adiabatic heat flow
is 15 TW (ref. 11). These two heat flows correspond to temperature
gradients that differ by 0.12 K km21, yielding a density gradient of
0.012 kg km21 at the core–mantle boundary. The resulting buoyancy
frequency is 1.5V, which is close to the estimate recovered by fitting Vw

to MAC waves. Alternatively, the stratification might arise from radial
variations in composition. Convection in the underlying region would
probably provide a continuous source of excitation for the waves because
buoyant parcels strike the base of the stratified layer. The resulting
wave motion would obscure deeper motions in the core at periods of
roughly a century and less.

METHODS SUMMARY
Numerical solutions for the waves are adapted from a numerical geodynamo model26.
Perturbations in the velocity and magnetic fields are expanded in vector spherical
harmonics using a truncation at degree l 5 40. Both of these fields are defined on
a radial grid with 200 equally spaced levels. Radial derivatives in the governing
equations are represented by second-order finite differences. When the time depend-
ence is periodic, the governing equations and boundary conditions (see Methods)
yield an eigenvalue problem for the frequency and structure of the waves. Iterative
solutions are obtained using an incomplete Arnoldi method27. The resulting waves
are used to compute the associated fluctuations in the dipole field. The induction
equation for the perturbation in the radial magnetic field at the core–mantle
boundary is discretized in latitude and solved using the finite difference method.
The dipole component is extracted using the orthogonality of spherical harmonics.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 4 | Fluctuations in the dipole field due to MAC waves. Predictions for
the interval 1930–1990 (a) and 1960–2008 (b) are based on the flow models of
Jackson8 and Wardinski and Lesur22, respectively. The observed fluctuations
are represented in terms of the Gauss coefficient g0

1 (t) from the gufm1 model21

and the IGRF model29, after removing linear trends.
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both cases where the composition in the layer is close to that in the
well-mixed interior.

To elaborate on this point we note that the condition for neutral
stability for a plane layer model with a stabilising concentration
gradient and destabilising temperature gradient (the basic config-
uration here), is given by (Baines and Gill, 1968; Turner, 1973)

ðac=aTÞDc ¼ DT; ð16Þ

where Dc and DT are, respectively, the change in concentration and
temperature across the layer. Applying our results for Dc (Fig. 3)
shows that DT $ 600 K for neutral stability, which is much greater
than the temperature differences computed from our destabilising
thermal gradients. It is possible that instabilities can grow even if
the net density gradient is stabilising (Turner, 1973), but the param-
eter regime in which this can occur is highly uncertain. If we never-
theless assume that such a situation is relevant to our study, the
left-hand side of (16) must be multiplied by ðPr þ sÞ=ð1þ PrÞ, where
Pr ¼ m=j is the Prandtl number and s ¼ D=j is the Lewis number.
Here, m is the kinematic viscosity and j is the thermal diffusivity.
Estimates for Pr and s in the outer core give Pr $ 0:1 and s $ 10&2

(Gubbins, 2007a) requiring a superadiabatic temperature difference
DT $ 75 K for instability. This is again higher than the DT computed
from our destabilising thermal gradients and appears very high con-
sidering the close proximity to the CMB. The estimates above there-
fore indicate that the layer is stable.

Modifications to the model, including rotation and the presence
of a magnetic field, significantly increase the complexity of the
mathematical problem. The most recent attempt at defining a cri-
terion for double-diffusive instability incorporating these effects
(Braginsky, 2006) used a plane layer model and imposed vertical
magnetic field and considered small-scale perturbations elongated
in the direction of the magnetic field (a choice that favours insta-
bility). Various assumptions led to an instability criterion [Eq.
(23) of Braginsky, 2006]: using our values for the thermal and com-
positional gradients, we again find that our layer is stable against
the double-diffusive instability for all models of core evolution
we consider. This conclusion differs from Braginsky (2006), who
assumed the instability criterion was satisfied in order to investi-
gate doubly diffusive processes in his model.

Further progress requires a numerical approach, as has been at-
tempted recently (Manglik et al., 2010; Breuer et al., 2010). The

problem for such investigations is that the computationally acces-
sible parameter regime is far-removed from the regime appropri-
ate for the Earth; model results cannot be directly applied to the
core. Moreover, the strength of stratification that we propose pre-
sents additional numerical difficulties and has not been ap-
proached in numerical work to date. We conclude, in agreement
with Buffett and Seagle (2010), that doubly diffusive effects will
not act to remove the overall stable density gradient in the layer.

4.3. Shear flow instability

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) is a common shear flow
instability leading to vertical mixing. The sufficient condition for a
continuously stratified and inviscid fluid to be stable to KHI is that
the local Richardson number:

Ri ¼ N2
B=ðdU=dzÞ2 > 1=4 ð17Þ

everywhere in the flow. Here, N2
B is the buoyancy frequency and

dU=dz is the vertical velocity gradient. Core flow models estimate
dU=dz $ 20 yr&1 near the top of the core, which gives Ri $ 5—very
stable. The buoyancy frequency goes to zero at the base of the strat-
ified layer and so there will be a region where instability is possible.
We have no knowledge of dU=dz deeper inside the core and so for
simplicity we take the value dU=dz $ 20 yr&1 to hold everywhere
in the layer. Rearranging (17) to get a condition on N2

B shows that

N2
B <

1
4

dU
dz

! "2

¼ 1:006' 10&7 s&2: ð18Þ

Using results from calculations with the density jump
Dq ¼ 0:59 g cc&1 we find that this condition is satisfied only in
the bottom 5 km of the stratified layer; with Dq ¼ 0:82 g cc&1 the
inequality is satisfied only in the bottom 3 km.

The analysis leading to (17) assumes a two-dimensional prob-
lem and neglects viscous and magnetic forces and the presence
of a solid boundary, all of which are expected to have a stabilising
effect. The stratification is strong enough to completely inhibit ver-
tical mixing everywhere except in a very thin layer between the
stable and unstable regions.

Our model of the stratified layer is one-dimensional and so it
may be possible that the Richardson number criterion is satisfied
in some localised patch near the base of the layer leading to local-
ised mixing. Breaking of interfacial waves could also generate local
turbulence near the base of the layer. Such ideas are completely
consistent with the above predictions of a very thin mixing layer
at the base of the stable layer, the dynamics of which are likely
to be highly complex. It is, however, very unlikely that such local-
ised mixing could disrupt the whole layer as the adverse density
gradient increases rapidly towards the CMB.

We conclude that there is no evidence to suggest the stable den-
sity gradient in the barodiffusive layer will be disrupted by core
dynamics above a thin zone at the base of the layer: the composi-
tional gradient imposed permanently at the CMB by barodiffusion
is simply too strong.

4.4. Initial formation of the layer

Fearn and Loper (1981) questioned whether a light layer would
form in the first place, or whether any light elements would be
swept away by the convection. This is a somewhat different ques-
tion than whether a pre-existing layer would be disrupted after
formation. Molecular diffusion is so slow that only a tiny radial
velocity is needed to stir any contaminant. Comparing the advec-
tion (v rdc=dr) and diffusion terms (Dd2c=dr2) in our diffusion equa-
tion gives a tiny velocity of order 10&13 m s&1. The core fluid
velocity is zero on the solid boundary, but the layer might be

Fig. 3. Composition of the stratified layer with Dq ¼ 0:59 g cc&1 using a mix of
8% O, and 8% S/Si. Concentration, cðrÞ, as a function of radius for each of the
elements O, S and Si, calculated for t ¼ 4:5 Gyr. Concentration of each element is
plotted relative to its value in the well-mixed region below the stratified layer,
which has been set to zero for clarity. The concentration of O, S, and Si at the CMB
are respectively elevated by 12%;10% and 14% compared to values in the well-
mixed region.
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Summary	
-  Composi3on	of	the	outer	core	(light	element)	may	influence	geodynamo	through	
	
					-	growth	of	the	inner	core		
										amount	of	buoyancy	to	drive	composi4onal	convec4on	
										heterogeneous	growth	of	the	inner	core		
	
					-	and	thermal	conduc3vity.	
	
-  Geodynamo	modeling	results	and	geomagne3c	secular	varia3on	support	

heterogeneous	growth	of	the	inner	core.	

-  Decadal	scale	geomagne3c	field	varia3on	support	the	existence	of	stably	stra3fied	
layer	at	the	core	surface.	

	
-  It	is	not	known	the	diffusivi3es	and	phase	diagram	employed	for	geodynamo	

modeling	are	appropriate	to	represent	the	outer	core.		We	need	

					-	experiments	and	modelings	to	es3mate	diffusivi3es	and	phase	diagram		
								of	Fe	alloy	in	core	condi3on	
	
					-	to	constrain	light	elements	exis3ng	in	the	core	using	various	methods.	


